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The proposed artwork for the White Rock Community Garden is a concept that touches us all. It 
consists of a figurative, evolving bronze sculpture of a family sitting together symbolizing unity 
and connection and encourages reflection on the elements of life that matter most to us as 
human beings – togetherness. As a peaceful gesture, this artwork offers a beautiful 
representation of simplicity that is joyful and timeless. The artwork can be enjoyed both by 
viewing or interacting with.  
 
I will create a tiered stone fountain with a bronze family. The initial two pieces represent a loving 
couple and after one or two years, a third smaller  family member is added to the combination, 
placed between the sitting couple, being cradled by loving parents. One or two years later, 
another addition of a child is included to the grouping; the smallest one represents the new child 
but what appears to have been the first child has now grown. The inclusion of an individual to 
the sculpture (like a new child) represents a growing family, and thus, a growing community. 
This addition could span a decade or more with the final family members totaling five or six (or 
more) individual pieces that are represented as an evolving family unit, including the family’s 
beloved pets. 
 
Visitors to the White Rock Community Garden will identify with the familial relationship between 
the figures and see the connection between these shared spaces and shared bonds. The White 
Rock Community Garden is a beautiful setting for reflection and contemplation on our greatest 
life purpose – our connections to one another. As such, the ideal location for this piece is in the 
succulent garden, as the succulents provide a beautiful framing and location creates the focal 
point for the garden and fountain’s intention. The sculpture awaits visitors, warmly greeting 
everyone who walks by. Alternatively, a location where there is a sitting area, allowing visitors to 
enjoy the sound of water and the view would be ideal. The ideal location will also be one that 
has fewer opportunities for debris to potentially clog the water feature. 
 
5.) Representative images are located at the end/bottom of this proposal. 
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6.) The fountain will be prepared by Greg Robertson. Yenny Cocq and Greg Robertson have 
collaborated on smaller projects over the last 5 years (more examples can be provided on 
request). Bronze couple on/with Greg Robertson fountain. Holes for mounting are drilled into the 
stone fountain and mounted by the artist.  
 
*Please see Greg Robertson proposal for fountain installation specifications. 
 
7.) Solar lighting (high quality, provided by the county) spot lights on the fountain and sculpture.  
 
8.) Maintenance for bronze figures: Annual wax application to the surface and polishing of the 
highlighted surfaces if natural weathering of the bronze is not decided on.  
 
Maintenance for fountain: Please see Greg Robertson proposal for details regarding solar, 
landscaping and fountain maintenance instructions. 
 
9.) Stone fountains and setup of fountain structure, solar panels, listing and plumbing is $12000, 
as per Greg Robertson proposal. Bronze couple in 42”  $12000, children and pets added 
annually at $5000 per addition.  
 
 



 
Yenny Cocq bronze family of 4 



 
Yenny Cocq bronze couple mounted on Greg Robertson stone fountain 
 
 


